
Binkey Rewind: A Lookback Cashback Program
Redefining FSA/HSA Claim Filing

Unlocking Savings from the Past: Binkey Rewind Analyzes Historical Purchases for FSA Eligibility,

Streamlining Claim Filing with Direct Reimbursements.

WASHINGTON, USA, May 17, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Binkey Rewind, an innovative lookback

Our platform helps

individuals reclaim funds for

their FSA-eligible purchases,

and it also offers a solution

for processing FSA and HSA

card payments, a game-

changer in healthcare

expense management.”

Obiaku Ohiaeri - Founder and

CEO

cashback service offered by Binkey, is changing how

businesses help customers manage their Flexible Spending

Accounts (FSAs) and Health Savings Accounts (HSAs). With

its innovative technology, Binkey Rewind integrates with

financial institutions and technology platforms to

streamline the reimbursement process for FSA-eligible

expenses while helping businesses accept FSA and HSA

card payments.

The Binkey Rewind service analyzes users' historical

purchases to identify eligible expenses, simplifying the

often-tedious process of filing FSA and HSA claims. From

over-the-counter medicines to health tech devices, Binkey

Rewind ensures that users maximize their reimbursement potential by identifying a wide range

of qualifying items, each contributing to their financial well-being.

"We're thrilled to introduce Binkey Rewind to the market," said Obiaku Ohiaeri, founder and CEO

of Binkey. "Our platform not only helps individuals reclaim funds for their FSA-eligible purchases

but also offers a hassle-free solution for processing FSA and HSA card payments, making it a

game-changer in healthcare expense management."

Binkey Rewind's user-friendly interface guides individuals through the reimbursement process,

from retrieving receipts to submitting claims and receiving reimbursements directly into their

bank accounts. By automating these tasks, Binkey Rewind saves users valuable time and effort,

empowering them to focus on what matters most.

Furthermore, Binkey Rewind benefits financial institutions and technology platforms by

deepening customer relationships, increasing satisfaction and retention rates, and ultimately

improving financial health. By integrating Binkey Rewind into their offerings, businesses can

provide a valuable service that aligns with their customers' needs while driving growth and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.binkey.com/


profitability.

"We believe that everyone deserves easy access to the funds they've set aside for healthcare

expenses," added Ohiaeri. "With Binkey Rewind, individuals can reclaim their hard-earned

money effortlessly, empowering them to take control of their financial future."

In addition to its FSA acceptance, Binkey Rewind's ability to process HSA card payments further

solidifies its position as a leader in healthcare expense management solutions. By offering a

comprehensive suite of features, Binkey Rewind sets a new standard for simplicity, efficiency,

and convenience in FSA and HSA claim filing.

For more information about Binkey Rewind and how it can benefit you or your organization, visit

https://www.binkey.com/rewind.

About Binkey

Binkey is committed to empowering individuals and businesses to proactively invest in their

health, helping millions save billions on healthcare expenses. By facilitating the effective use of

Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs) and Health Savings Accounts (HSAs), Binkey provides

innovative solutions that make healthcare more affordable and accessible.
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